Bits from OcamlCore.org

Sylvain Le Gall
and OCamlCore.org team
Last year goals

- Migrate to new FusionForge (OCaml Forge)
  - Done
- Setup mirror.o.o (backup OCaml websites)
  - Done but not updated regularly
- Hackable infrastructure (hackage/cabal)
  - See the talk about OASIS-DB

60% more users and projects than last year

Users: 390; Projects: 221
This year goals

- Improve our FusionForge instance
  - Continue to contribute
  - Improve user interface
  - Refine design of ocamlcore.org websites
- Use OCaml where possible
  - Install OASIS-DB v0.1.0
  - Repository browser of ocsforge for darcs.o.o
- Synchronize with github (800 OCaml repositories)
We need your help!

Graphic experts still needed

FusionForge expert (warning: PHP inside)

Feedback: talk with us!

A lot of ways: tickets, IRC, ...
Questions?